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The state of the art in the mechanisms operating in imine chemistry in organic solvents is critically
discussed in the present review. In particular, the reaction pathways involved in imine formation,
transimination and imine metathesis in organic media are taken into account, with aim at organizing the
poor and sometimes scattered information available in the literature. It is shown that 4-membered cyclic
transition states, either polar or apolar, can be considered a leit-motiv along all the chemistry of imines in
organic solvents. However, it is pointed out that further investigations will be necessary to reach an
adequate degree of knowledge of the mechanisms involved in such important reversible processes.
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Imines are compounds containing an azomethine linkage C=N
connected to hydrogen or carbon atoms. These compounds are
also referred to as Schiff bases, from the name of the chemist
who first discovered the reaction between a carbonyl group and
an amine.1 More precisely, Schiff bases are formed from aromatic
aldehydes and amines,2 but the term is often extended to the
whole variety of imines. Generally, the presence of at least one
aromatic partner (the amine or the carbonyl compound) is
necessary for ensuring stability to the correspondent imine.3 They
behave as Brønsted bases covering a wide range of pKa.4 Imines
are usually prepared by condensation between an aldehyde or
ketone and a primary amine, in the presence of dehydrating
agents, such as molecular sieves, or via azeotropic distillation.5
The removal of water is needed in order to drive the reaction to
completeness, since the condensation between carbonyl and
amino compounds is a reversible reaction.
Reversibility is an important feature of the C=N linkage. Imines
are widely exploited by nature in many enzymatic processes6 and
by organic chemists in a variety of applications,2,5b,7 mainly due
to the reversibility of the reactions in which they are involved.
Imines react reversibly with water (hydrolysis, which is the
reverse process of imine formation), amines (transimination)8 and
preformed imines (metathesis), as depicted in Scheme 1.
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The mechanisms and catalysis of imine formation and exchange
(Scheme 1, a and b) have been widely investigated in aqueous
media, particularly in the 1960s and 1970s.6a,9 Conversely,
mechanistic studies on these reactions in organic solvents are
surprisingly rare and still far from being exhaustive.
Nevertheless, imine chemistry in organic media is receiving a
constantly growing interest in the contemporary organic
chemistry community. A collection of relevant papers concerning
mechanistic studies on imine reactions in organic solvents is
reviewed below as an attempt to highlight the lack of adequate
information and full understanding in this area to date, rather than
with the presumption to fill in such gap.
Mechanisms of imine formation in organic solvents
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Imine formation is generally considered to occur in a stepwise
fashion. In a first step, a tetrahedral intermediate (the
carbinolamine) forms as the consequence of a nucleophilic attack
of the amino group on the unsaturated carbon of the carbonyl
compound. Subsequently, elimination of water from the
tetrahedral intermediate occurs and the C=N linkage is generated
(Scheme 2).
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Scheme 2 Carbinolamine formation and decomposition steps in imine
formation reaction.
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Scheme 1 Reversible reactions involving imines: (a) hydrolysis, (b)
amine-imine exchange (transimination) and (c) imine-imine exchange
(imine metathesis).
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The carbinolamine is a labile species and is generally not isolated
or detected.10 The rate determining step of the reaction in water is
pH-dependent,11 being the decomposition of the tetrahedral
intermediate at alkaline pH, and the nucleophilic attack at acid
pH. The break-point is a function of the amine nature (pKa). Only
a little is known on the mechanism of this reaction in organic
media but it can be easily imagined that a main difference in
comparison with the mechanism in water lies in the feasible or
unfeasible existence of charged species along the carbinolamine
formation / decomposition pathway. In aqueous solution the
[journal], [year], [vol], 00–00 | 1
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formation of the tetrahedral intermediate is a two step process
involving charged labile species, either a zwitterion or a cation,
depending on the pH (Scheme 3).12

four-membered transition state (Scheme 6), similarly to the
addition step.
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Scheme 5 Condensation reaction between benzaldheyde and butylamine.
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Scheme 3 Carbinolamine formation via a zwitterion (a) and a cationic
intermediate (b).

Although this mechanism reasonably occurs in water, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no evidence for a similar sequence of
reactive events in organic solvents. An alternative mechanism,
not involving charged species, entails a cyclic polar
four-membered transition state in which the proton is transferred
directly from the nitrogen to the oxygen at the same time as the
new C-N bond is forming in a concerted fashion (Scheme 4a). A
similar process could occur in the decomposition of the
carbinolamine (vide infra). Such a concerted mechanism has been
supported by theoretical ab initio calculations. In agreement with
previous literature regarding nucleophilic addition to carbonyl
compounds,13 Hall and Smith found out that zwitterionic minima
are not predicted in the gas-phase energy surface of formation of
the carbinolamine from a complex between methylamine and
formaldehyde, or of its decomposition.14 Zwitterions were instead
predicted in the carbinolamine formation when two explicit water
molecules were included in the reacting complex (Scheme
4b),14,15 confirming the predictions by Jencks and co-workers
based on secondary deuterium isotope effects.12

Scheme 6 Decomposition of the carbinolamine via concerted mechanism.
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Scheme 4 Formation of the carbinolamine via concerted mechanism (a)
and via zwitterion stabilized by two water molecules (b).

A very exciting work by Rebek and co-workers10d,e concerns the
stabilization of a carbinolamine intermediated in the cavity of a
synthetic receptor in mesitylene. The encapsulation of the
tetrahedral intermediate is a consequence of the condensation
reaction between small aliphatic amines (iso- and n-butylamine,
iso- and n-propylamine, cyclopropylamine and cyclobutylamine)
and an anthracenecarboxaldehyde connected to the cavitand
receptor (Fig. 1a). The cavitand confines the reactants in a limited
space and the activation barrier is lowered as the carbinolamine
formation becomes an intracomplex reaction from an “entropic
standpoint”.10d Once formed, the carbinolamine is strongly
stabilized in its introverted position by hydrogen bonding with
secondary amide groups present in the cavity. Elimination of
water from the carbinolamine is retarded by the occurrence of a
“transition barrier conferred by the need to reorganize the
cavitand upon dehydratation”. Interestingly, imine formation in
toluene between the aldehyde cavitand and n-hexylamine, which
is constrained to assume an extroverted orientation (Fig 1b), was
found to be strictly first order in amine.10e This excludes any
involvement of a second amine molecule previously suggested to
act as a catalyst in the dehydratation step.10d The stabilization
provided by the cavitand allowed direct observation and
characterization of the carbinolamine by 1H-NMR.
In summary, evidence of a two-step mechanism involving two
subsequent cyclic polar four-membered transition states
(Schemes 4a and 6) for imine formation in organic solvents has
been collected. However, it is our opinion that the topic still
requires a deeper and more extended investigation.
Transimination
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Recently, a kinetic study on the reversible condensation between
benzaldehyde and butylamine (Scheme 5), used as a model of
imine formation reaction, has been carried out in different organic
solvents.16 A significant influence of the nature of the solvent on
the rate of the reaction was observed.
The achievement of the equilibrium in CDCl3, the least polar of
the examined solvents, was shown to be reached 37 times more
slowly than in CD3CN, the most polar one. This observation
evidences a polar nature of the rate determining transition state.
The reaction rate was found to be second order in all cases. Even
more interestingly, in the protic solvent CD3OD, the reaction was
shown to be slower than in CD3CN, confidently excluding an
important role of the solvent as a proton shuttle. Thus, as stated
before, the elimination step could occur through a cyclic polar
2 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00
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Similar to imine formation, transimination proceeds reversibly
through the formation of a tetrahedral intermediate (aminal) that
subsequently decomposes to give a new imine and amine
(Scheme 7). The position of the equilibrium depends on the
relative basicity of the amines and is generally biased toward the
formation of the imine incorporating the most basic amine.17 The
overall exchange process involves the transfer of two protons
from the amine to the imine nitrogen atom.
In aqueous solution this process was shown to occur stepwise
through the formation of charged transient species.18 However,
since the formation of a zwitterion is unlikely, as it would imply a

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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Fig. 1 Stabilization of the labile carbinolamine intermediate by inclusion
in cavitand.
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Scheme 7 General scheme of transimination via aminal formation.

negative charge on a nitrogen atom, catalysis by acid or solvent
(i.e., water) is required to allow the proton transfer.4a,4c,18 On the
other hand, a direct proton transfer between the nitrogen atoms in
the formation and decomposition of the aminal has never been
considered in protic solvents, and sometimes explicitly
excluded.19
As a matter of fact, imines are known to usually react more
rapidly than the corresponding carbonyl compounds toward
nitrogen nucleophiles.20 This difference in reactivity has been
attributed to the higher basicity of the nitrogen atom compared to
oxygen.4a,4c,6a,7b Acid catalysis activates the electrophile and
provides the proton needed to avoid the accumulation of the
negative charge on the nitrogen atom (Scheme 8). In these
conditions the addition step is usually recognised as
rate-determining when the amine nucleophile is less basic than
the amine already condensed as the imine. Necessarily, the
decomposition of the aminal is rate-determining when the
reaction is considered to occur in the opposite direction.4c,21
Catalysis of transimination by Lewis acids in water solution has
been also shown.20a
Very recently, transimination reactions in organic media have
been the object of a systematic study. Exchange reactions
between representative imines derived from several
benzaldehydes and primary amines in different organic solvents
at room temperature have been investigated.16,22 In the course of
these studies, the higher reactivity of Schiff bases compared to
their parent aldehydes toward nitrogen nucleophiles in the
absence of any added catalyst, was unexpectedly observed.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]

Scheme 8 Acid catalysed aminal formation.

For homotransiminations (Scheme 9, a and b), in which the
involved amines are both aliphatic or aromatic, the collected
kinetic data were shown to be fully consistent with a concerted
proton transfer between the two nitrogen atoms in the formation
and decomposition of the aminal, implying four-membered cyclic
transition states (Scheme 10).
The transition states leading to reagents or products from the
central aminal, were shown to be polar in the case of aliphatic
amines and almost completely apolar when only aromatic amines
are involved. The polar nature of the 4-membered transition states
involved in the formation / decomposition of aliphatic aminals
was also confirmed by ab initio calculations in the gas phase.16 It
was ascribed to non-synchronous formation and breaking of
covalent bonds within the 4-membered activated complexes. On
the other hand, in the case of homotransiminations with aromatic
amines (Scheme 9b), change of solvent (CD3CN, CD3OD,
CD2Cl2, CDCl3) and substitution of the para position of the
benzylidene ArCH= moiety with electron withdrawing (EWG) or
electron realising (ERG) groups, did not afford any substantial
effect on the reaction rate, supporting the non polar character of
the involved transition states.22

Scheme 9 “homotransiminations” and “heterotransiminations”. R
indicates alkyl groups and Ar aromatic groups.
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As for heterotransiminations (Scheme 9c), the effect of EWG and
ERG on the para position of the benzylidene moiety on the
reaction rate evidenced a polar nature of all transition states from
and to the aminal (see Scheme 10). Both EWG and ERG resulted
to be rate retarding with respect to hydrogen substituent, due to
opposite stabilizing or destabilizing effects on the two
consecutive asymmetric transition states of Scheme 10.22
The effect of the presence of Brønsted and Lewis acids on
transimination reaction was investigated by Giuseppone and Lehn
less than ten years ago.23,24 They have shown that ScIII
triflate salts are able to catalyse the exchange reactions
between
sterically
hindered
imines,
derived
from
9-anthracenecarboxaldehyde, and several amines in chloroform.
In the absence of the metal catalyst, such encumbered imines
generally react very slowly with the amine partners. The authors
compare the rate of the transimination reaction in the
absence and presence of either Brønsted or Lewis acids,
CF3CO2D and Sc(OTf)3, respectively. Sc(OTf)3 was shown to

Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00 | 3
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Scheme 10 Mechanism of transimination via cyclic four-membered transition states.
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accelerate the reaction up to five orders of magnitude compared
to the uncatalysed process and up to two orders of magnitude
compared to the proton catalyst,25 in the most favourable cases. In
the proposed mechanism, the metal ion polarises the imine bond
and assists the nucleophilic attack of the free amine. The reaction
was suggested to proceed via fast equilibration between ScIII,
amine and imine to form a ternary intermediate that evolves to
products (Scheme 11). The higher the basicity of the attacking
amine, the lower the efficiency of the catalyst. The dependence of
the catalyst efficiency on the basicity of the amine was attributed
to a partial deactivation of the nucleophile due to a strong
interaction with the metal center. Furthermore, the same
interaction necessarily decreases the strength of ScIII as an imine
activator.
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Scheme 11 Lewis acid catalysis of transimination reaction.
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Again, as stated above for the imine formation, although
transimination in organic solvents has been widely exploited in a
variety of applications,7c,e,26 an exhaustive comprehension of the
mechanisms involved strongly calls for further investigations. It
is important to stress here that the intrinsic reactivity of Schiff
bases toward nitrogen nucleophiles is being only recently
recognized,16,22,26b in contrast with the general belief that acid
catalysis is needed.
Imine Metathesis
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variance with imine formation and transimination, imine
metathesis in organic solvents does not proceed in the absence of
any catalyst, thus the description of a mechanism for the
uncatalysed imine exchange is meaningless. In the following
overview, the chronological order of appearance in the literature
of the differently catalysed imine metathesis has been chosen as a
presentation guideline.
In 1974 a stepwise mechanism involving the formation of ionic
intermediates was proposed by Messmer and co-workers.28 The
authors examined the kinetic behaviour of the reaction between
p-nitrobenzylideneaniline and benzylidene-p-anisidine in
different solvents at 36 °C and 110 °C, in the presence of
collidine (trimethylpyridine) as a base and varying concentrations
of trifluoroacetic acid. The reaction rate was shown to increase on
increasing solvent polarity, in agreement with the formation of
ionic species, as well as increasing concentrations of
trifluoroacetic acid catalyst. On the other hand, the reaction did
not proceed when carried out in neat trifluoroacetic acid, and very
nearly so when the solvent used was pure collidine.29 This
behaviour was found to be in agreement with an acid catalysed
nucleophilic attack of a neutral imine on a protonated imine,
involving the formation of the three transient, charged
intermediates shown in Scheme 13: in excess of acid, both imines
are protonated and the nucleophilic attack is inhibited; in the
absence of proton the exchange products are not found as acid
catalysis is needed to efficiently activate the electrophile.
Although the investigation was carried out within a narrow range
of concentrations, the kinetics of the reaction was shown to be
third order, first order in both imines and first order in
triflouroacetic acid in compliance with the proposed mechanistic
scheme.

Imine metathesis is a scrambling reaction between two preformed
imines which undergo exchange between their amine portions
forming two new imines (see Scheme 1c). The mechanism of
imine metathesis has been object of study since the early decades
of the XX century. In 1922 Ingold and Piggott suggested a
concerted mechanism involving the formation and decomposition
of a 1,3-diazetidine intermediate (Scheme 12),27 nowadays
viewed as a symmetry forbidden [2π+2π] cycloaddition reaction.

Scheme 12 Concerted mechanism of imine metathesis.

In this section a series of papers, which report several catalysed
imine metathesis rections in organic solvents, is discussed. At
4 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00

Scheme 13 Polar mechanism of acid catalysed imine metathesis.

A renewed interest toward imine metathesis arose in the 1990s
and 2000s in the wake of the success of olefin metathesis.30 In
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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analogy with the latter reaction, a variety of transition metal
complexes, containing a metal-imido group M=NR (M = Zr, Mo,
Nb, Ti, Ta), were used to catalyse the metathesis.31 The
mechanism proposed for the metal catalysed version of the imine
metathesis does not involve a direct reaction between the reacting
imines. Conversely, the reaction seems to proceed via exchange
reaction of each imine with the metal-imido group of the catalyst,
resulting in the metathetic products. A general scheme of the
catalytic cycle is depicted in Scheme 14. One of the imine
reagents is coordinated by the metal center in the metal imide to
form a diazametallacycle intermediate, which evolves into one of
the imine products and a new metal-imide. The latter reacts with
the second imine reactant forming a new cyclic intermediate
which, in turn, decomposes into the other metathetic imine
product and a metal imide, following a Chauvin-type
mechanism.32 The formation of diazametallacycles was
confirmed by Bergman et al. in the course of studies on imine
metathesis catalysed by zirconium complexes.31a,b,f,h,33
40
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Scheme 15 The molibdenum present in the imido complex complex acts
as a simple Lewis acid activating one imine to the nucleophilic attack of
the other imine.34

with the usually accepted catalytic cycle (Scheme 14) in which
the formation of the metallacyclic intermediate is the
rate-determining step. As an alternative, an amine mediated
mechanism was suggested (Scheme 17): transimination between
the imine reactant and traces of tert-butylamine present in the
reaction mixture36 releases toluidine (a) that is rapidly and
quantitatively scavenged by the metal imido complex (b),
restoring tert-butylamine. The reaction proceeds to complation
via coupled transiminations until completeness. However, this
pathway was found to be not fully consistent with the kinetic data
collected in the investigation.

Scheme 16 Metal imide-imine metathesis between a titanium imido
complex (1) and N-benzylidenetoluidine (2).
t Bu
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Scheme 14 Imine metathesis reaction (a) and Chauvin-type catalytic
cycle (b).

The role of the metal catalyst was proved to be not
straightforward in some cases. In their studies on imine
metathesis catalysis by molybdenum bis(imide) complexes in
benzene, Meyer and co-workers suggested that the catalytic
activity could be the result of two concurrent mechanisms:34 in
addition to the Chauvin-type mechanism, the metal complex
could simply act as a Lewis acid activator of the imine toward the
nucleophilic attack of the other imine reactant (Scheme 15).
The role of the metal catalyst was also questioned by Mountford
et al. In their work, the authors examined the metathesis between
a titanium imido complex (1) and N-benzylidenetoluidine (2) in
chloroform at 60 °C (Scheme 16).35 The reaction was shown to
give quantitative and stoichiometric conversion to the new
metal-imido species (3). The rate of the reaction was found to be
zero order in the metal complex. This observation is in contrast

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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Scheme 17 Transimination between N-benzylidenetoluidine and
tert-butylamine (a). The toluidine produced is irreversibly scavenged by 1
to form the toluidine-derivative of titanium imide 3 (b).
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The role of traces of amines involved in the catalytic process was
also investigated by Meyer and co-workers in a study on imine
metathesis in the presence of a tantalum imido complex carried
out in benzene at 70 °C.37 The metathesis was found to be first
order in the metal complex. Furthermore, a dependence on added
amine concentration was observed. The occurrence of coupled
transiminations, yielding the metathetic products and catalysed by
the metal center, was taken into account but it was not considered
as the main catalytic pathway. The proposed mechanism
involves, instead, the liberation of HCl by direct reaction between
the tantalo imido complex and the amine: the latter reacts with
the complex in a rate determining step, replacing one of the
ancillary chlorine ligands of the complex and releasing HCl
(Scheme 18). The latter acts then as a Brønsted acid catalyst,
Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00 | 5
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accelerating the imine metathesis by protonation of one of the
imines.28 This scheme would explain the first order dependence
in complex concentration.
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Scheme 18 Liberation of Brønsted acid from the reaction between amine
and a tantalium imide complex.

To sum up, although deeply investigated, the mechanisms of
metal imido catalysis of imine metathesis are still not
generalisable nor completely understood.
An example of imine metathesis accelerated by nucleophilic
catalysis in the absence of Brønsted or Lewis acids under mild
conditions was reported by Lehn et al in 2012,38 and represents an
application of the well known iminium ion catalysis.39 These
authors studied the imine metathesis between two or three
different imines in dimethyl sulfoxide at room temperature, and
catalysis on this reaction by a secondary amine. The catalytic
process involves separate reactions of L-proline with each of the
reacting imines to form free amine and iminium cation, which in
turn undergoes nucleophilic attack by the amine released in the
reaction between the catalyst and the other imine reactant,
yielding the metathetic products (Scheme 19).
In very recent investigations, transimination reactions were used
to accelerate imine metathesis in different organic solvents under
mild conditions, in the absence of acids.16,22 Couples of imines
derived from differently substituted benzaldehydes and aromatic
or aliphatic amines were mixed together at room temperature in
the presence of minute amounts of the amines used to synthesise
the reagents (Scheme 20). The amines trigger a series of fast,
uncatalysed transimination reactions having as products the
metathetic products. Each amine is consumed in a transimination
reaction that generates a new imine and amine, which, in turn,
reacts with the other imine reagent producing the other product
and regenerating the first amine.
In Scheme 21 a typical imine metathesis A + B = C + D with the
related transiminations is shown. The metathesis reaction
between
N-(p-methoxybenzylidene)p-toluidine
(A)
and
N-benzylideneaniline (B) in CD2Cl2 at 25 °C to give N-(pmethoxybenzylidene)aniline (C) and N-benzylidenetoluidine (D)
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is obtained by a cascade of coupled transiminations involving
catalytic amounts of aniline and/or toluidine.22 Kinetic data were
in full agreement with the proposed mechanism. On conditions
that Keq = 1 and [A]o = [B]o, a first order time dependence (kobs),
is theoretically expected for a general reversible reaction
A + B = C + D, second order in both directions.16,40 In the case of
the reaction shown in Scheme 21, the equilibrium constant (Keq)
was found to be 1 within the experimental error. As expected, a
first order time dependence was found when equimolar amounts
of A and B were reacted, as shown in trace (a) of Fig. 2.
Furthermore, in the particular case of X = iso-butylamine and
Y = butylamine (see Scheme 20), the dependence of kobs as a
function of amine catalyst concentration was also investigated.16
It was found that kobs depends linearly on the amine catalyst
concentration definitely corroborating the proposed mechanism.

Scheme 20 Imine metathesis catalysed by primary amines.

Fig. 2 shows that by the time that the catalysed reaction is
practically complete, the background reaction is still at an early
stage. Interestingly, the latter reaction shows the sigmoid shape
typical of the logistic curve. This behaviour was also observed in
other organic solvents such as CD3CN, CDCl3 and CD3OD. It
was demonstrated that, in the absence of any added catalyst, the
occurrence of slow hydrolysis of the imines caused by reaction
with trace amounts of adventitious water, generates the
corresponding amines which, in turn, start to catalyse the control
reaction (Scheme 21). The concentration of liberated amines
increases on increasing reaction time, and the concentration-time
profile of the control reaction resembles that of an autocatalytic
process.

70

Scheme 19 Imine metathesis catalysed by proline.
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Metathesis reactions between all possible imines (X and Y both
aliphatic, X and Y both aromatic, X aliphatic and Y aromatic,
Scheme 20) were found to be catalysed by both aliphatic or
aromatic amines.16,22
In contrast with all the cases described above, the latter strategy
allows catalysis of metathesis reaction by the same components
contained in the reagents themselves. In other words, the
intrinsically fast transimination reaction is exploited, with no
need for added acid or metal catalysts, or for secondary amines.
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Conclusions
Mechanistic investigations concerning the three main reactions of
imine chemistry (imine formation, transimination and imine
metahesis) in organic solvents have been reviewed in this article.
Mainly due to reversibility, these reactions are increasingly used
in the applications of well established and emerging research
areas, such as synthesis of interlocked molecules,7c,e dynamic
combinatorial chemistry,7c-e,26c,d molecular motions26a,41 and
molecular recognition.7g,h Although the mechanistic information
collected up to date leads to the idea of cyclic 4-membered
transition states as a leit-motiv along all the chemistry of imines
in organic solvents, additional studies will be necessary to reach
an adequate degree of knowledge of the reaction pathways.
Kinetic isotope effect experiments, as well as considering a wider
variety of substrates, could provide further information on the
nature of the transition states involved in such important
processes.
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Scheme 21 Metathesis reaction between N-(p-methoxybenzylidene)
p-toluidine (A) and N-benzylideneaniline (B) leading to
N-(p-methoxybenzylidene) aniline (C) and N-benzylidenetoluidine (D).
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fig. 2 Reaction progress as a function of time for amine-catalyzed (a) and
background (b) metathesis between 60 mM N-(p-methoxybenzylidene)ptoluidine and 60 mM N-benzylideneaniline in CD2Cl2 at 25 °C. Curve (a)
is a plot of a first-order equation, curve (b) is a guide to the eye.
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